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never entirely sure of himself, thomas was never entirely comfortable with the concept of publishing,
and thus his first novels were in the form of magazines. his first major offering was a series of short

stories that appeared in the early 1890s in the periodical longfellow. this series of six stories, entitled
the pagan isle, told the story of a group of celtic monks who lived on an island in the irish sea when it

was covered by the waters of the last great ice-age. thus, it was not until he moved to new york in
1887 that thomas could begin to think seriously of becoming a professional author. that year, his
first full-length work of fiction, on the edge of the world, was published, and many of the novels to

follow were in a similar vein: of celtic tales of the last days of the earth, as the seas washed away the
old ways and the old ways were buried. in on the edge of the world, thomas combined his immense
knowledge of architecture with his passion for celtic art, to create an imagined creation of the celtic

world that gives a panoramic view of a beautiful and dangerous time in the life of man. the book
begins with the fall of the world at the end of the great ice age, and then tells of many things,

including a description of atlantis, which is the new world that the survivors of atlantis are called to
find. that atlantis is actually a secret place protected by enormous tides and is surrounded by water,
and not a land of mists and subterranean caverns. at the age of 17 huntington returned to spain in

1892, again staying at the hotel de america in barcelona, and was now accompanied by his younger
brothers william and charles, who also traveled abroad with him. there he immersed himself in

spanish culture, languages, and history, attending plays, paintings, and bullfights, and was
completely captivated by spanish art and culture. that same year huntington purchased an exquisite
17th-century biberian silver dish for over $600, the madrid museum sold an indian comb and carved
handle worth $150, and washingtons diary lists the sale and purchase of works of art and antiquities

worth between $1,500 and $2,000. the diaries also reveal huntington filling out his contracts and
artwork, and then carefully packing the boxes with the objects in them.
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huntington next took up the next phase of his work, published in 1899 as the archer's tale; which
would become the first volume in a trilogy that would carry on his career of publication, first as a

series of facsimiles, and then as an innovative museum in new york city, and which would eventually
see the opening of the huntington library. in his new book, huntington also returned to the study of
the movement of art and culture through the ages. in the first volume of his trilogy, he reviews the

great spanish painting movement, starting with the works of artists in the florentine school - such as
st. sebastian by andrea del sarto. (in terms of the revelation of the strengths and weaknesses of this

generation, the drawings of st. sebastian and st. jerome by leonardo da vinci have been more
influential, but the compositions of michelangelo are more satisfying, particularly in the holy family
and last judgement.) the second volume of the trilogy includes the first public display of the most
famous group of renaissance paintings to appear in rome, the paintings by raphael that became

known as "the school of athens". (this is the first volume to be published in book form rather than in
a facsimile). in the third volume of the trilogy, following raphael's school of athens, huntington tracks
the invention and use of the camera obscura, using this device to shoot images in the 15th century.

(in the school of athens he had used the camera obscura for the creation of the paintings on the
ceiling of the vatican). 5ec8ef588b
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